
 

 

About Alliance Software:   

Alliance Software, Inc. is a global IT services and solutions company. 
Alliance was established in 2000 and has since grown to become one of the 
Philippines' largest and most respected independent software development 

outsourcing company. Alliance's delivery model is anchored on both on-
shore and off-shore approach stressing on effective use of our key 

strengths in our people, process and technology. As part of Alliance’s 
strategic delivery model, Alliance has established offices in the key markets 

of Tokyo, Cebu and Manila. 

For more information, please visit http://www.alliance.com.ph 

 

 
Anywhere and anytime, it's real-time. Alliance WebPOS is a 

web-based point-of-sale (POS) system that allows access on 
demand. Wherever you are, whenever you want and whatever 

platform you have, you can check on your business.  

Easily capture customer purchases, track inventories and 
generate sales report in less time. Achieve efficiency by 

lowering your cost on manual processing. Move faster and 
decide better with real time and actionable insights. It’s flexible 

and scalable you can grow your business fast without growing 

your expenses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It works ON the cloud and OFF the cloud. 

Alliance WEBPOS is designed to work on the cloud giving you safe and 
secure access to information just when you need it. It downloads a very 
small client footprint so you are sure all the information across your 
branches are synced. But it works offline too. It efficiently processes 
customer purchases offline so you can still work even without internet 

connection. 

Just the right fit 

Have the system adapt to your business process and not the other way 
around. Whether you need one for your first branch and you need a 

hundred for your retail chain, Alliance WEBPOS is highly scalable. You 
can get one now and upgrade later so you don’t have to worry about 

upfront investment, maintenance and administration cost. 

Alliance WEBPOS is also available on-premises. So if you want have 
more control or you want to have your own server, you can get it on a 
perpetual license. 

 

 

Flexible hardware requirement 

Alliance WEBPOS gives you flexibility on your hardware choices. It can 
run on Windows, Linux and Mac providing you maximum savings from 

unnecessary hardware setup. 

Yes, we’re on mobile. 

Alliance WEBPOS runs on mobile platforms so you can take advantage 
of new mobile devices in the market like tablets, phablets and Wi-Fi POS 

printers, which are now more affordable and widely available. 

We welcome third party 

Alliance WEBPOS is designed from ground-up with your growing 
business in mind. As your business grows, you can select from our 
expansion modules to fit your growing requirements. It is also capable 
of integration with third party developments. It can work seamlessly 

with other programs so you are sure our system talks to your system. 

Quick. And friendly. 

Quick and easy installation and configuration with auto-remote POS 
module updates. Alliance WebPOS is built on FLEX TECHNOLOGY that 
gives you a user-friendly experience and lets you view your reports in 
dashboards and graphical chart presentations. 

Up-to-date, date by date. 

Benefit from our quarterly updates. We release bug fixes and upgrades 

regularly to make sure you can stay ahead of the game. 

Tested and accredited 

Like most of our systems, you are assured that your business complies 
with standards as Alliance WEBPOS has been tested and accredited by 

the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR).  

 


